Separating in vivo mechanical stimuli for postpneumonectomy compensation: physiological assessment
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Dane DM, Yilmaz C, Estrera AS, Hsia CC. Separating in vivo mechanical stimuli for postpneumonectomy compensation: physiological assessment. J Appl Physiol 114: 99–106, 2013. First published October 25, 2012; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.01213.2012.—Following right pneumonectomy (PNX), the remaining lung expands and its perfusion doubles. Tissue and microvascular mechanical stresses are putative stimuli for initiating compensatory lung growth and remodeling, but their relative contributions to overall compensation remain uncertain. To temporally isolate the stimuli related to post-PNX lung expansion (parenchyma deformation) from those related to the sustained increase in perfusion (microvascular distention and shear), we replaced the right lung of adult dogs with a custom-shaped inflated prosthesis. Following stabilization of perfusion and wound healing 4 mo later, the prosthesis was either acutely deflated (DEF group) or kept inflated (INF group). Physiological studies were performed pre-PNX, 4 mo post-PNX (inflated prosthesis, INF1), and again 4 mo postdeflation (DEF) compared with controls with simultaneous INF prosthesis (INF2). Perfusion to the remaining lung increased ~76–113% post-PNX (INF1 and INF2) and did not change postdeflation. Post-PNX (INF prosthesis) end-expiratory lung volume (EELV) and lung and membrane diffusing capacities (DLCO and DMCO) at a given perfusion were 25–40% below pre-PNX baseline. In the INF group EELV, DLCO and DMCO remained stable or declined slightly with time. In contrast, all of these parameters increased significantly after deflation and were 157%, 26%, and 47%, respectively, above the corresponding control values (INF2). Following delayed deflation, lung expansion accounted for 44%–48% of total post-PNX compensatory increase in exercise DLCO and peak O2 uptake; the remainder fraction is likely attributable to the increase in perfusion. Results suggest that expansion-related parenchyma mechanical stress and perfusion-related microvascular stress contribute in equal proportions to post-PNX alveolar growth and remodeling.
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The adult canine lung responds vigorously to pneumonectomy (PNX). The remaining lobes expand asymmetrically to fill the thorax, with a simultaneous increase in perfusion by a factor of 1/(fraction of lung removed). The mechanical stresses deform the bronchovascularure, alveolar tissue, and capillaries and stimulate multiple regulatory pathways involved in tissue growth and remodeling (15, 51, 52), leading to partial restoration of alveolar-capillary tissue volumes, surface areas, lung diffusing capacity (DLCO) as well as exercise capacity (17, 22, 23). The intensity and sources of compensatory mechanisms depend on the intensity of the resection stimuli. Following loss of 42–45% of lung units, recruitment of the remaining microvascular reserves and remodeling of the remaining alveolar septa are the principal mechanisms of functional compensation with a notable absence of new growth of gas exchange tissue (21). Following 55–58% resection, recruitment and remodeling are accompanied by generation of new gas exchange tissue and surface area, resulting in greater compensation per unit of remaining lung (22). Following 65–70% resection, recruitment, remodeling, and growth of the parenchyma are even more vigorous but overall compensation begins to be limited by the need for greater septal structural support and by dysanaptic growth of the conducting bronchovascularure (16, 48). Our group has shown a significant correlation between regional mechanical deformation and long-term compensatory lung growth and remodeling following major lung resection (49). Combined with ample literature that diminished mechanical parenchyma stress impairs lung development (34, 44) whereas excessive mechanical stress causes lung injury and cell death (12), the data suggest the existence of an “optimal range” of tissue stress and strain that is conducive to beneficial remodeling, new alveolar septal growth, and functional compensation without causing tissue damage.

Our goal is to understand the sources and the extent of putative in vivo stimuli for post-PNX compensation as an essential step toward designing rational approaches for inducing or amplifying compensatory lung growth. In earlier studies, we implanted at the time of PNX a space filling, inflatable, silicone prosthesis in the size and shape of the removed right lung (46). The prosthesis was either kept inflated (INF) to prevent mediastinal shift and lateral lung expansion or deflated (DEF) to allow mediastinal shift and lateral expansion. Long-term compensatory responses were 45–80% lower in animals with INF than DEF prosthesis depending on the parameter measured (19, 24, 46), supporting the interpretation that lung expansion was the principal stimulus triggering post-PNX compensation. However, in the presence of INF prosthesis, the remaining lung still enlarged ~20% in air and tissue volumes mainly via caudal elongation and depression of the hemidiaphragm (46), suggesting that growth did not occur just to fill an empty space but that additional stimuli, e.g., increased perfusion, also compelled lung growth even when space was not readily available. Because (J) the INF prosthesis did not prevent a 2.2-fold post-PNX increase in perfusion to the remaining lung, (2) expansion- and perfusion-related signals were not temporally separated, and (3) the previous results were compared with historical controls rather than to each animal as its own longitudinal control, we could not rule out the possibility that perfusion-related stimuli may have contributed to the observed compensation in the DEF group. In one instance, a leak in the INF prosthesis developed 9 mo post-PNX; the subsequent mediastinal shift and lung expansion was
associated with a rising $\text{DL}_{\text{CO}}$ over several months (46). This observation indicated the feasibility of temporally separating the induction of lung expansion from the immediate post-PNX increase in perfusion. In a subsequent study, delayed prosthesis deflation (3 wk post-PNX) was associated with rapid upregulation of a major signaling network involving hypoxia-inducible factor-1α, erythropoietin receptor, and VEGF (51) that has been implicated in tissue-capillary growth and remodeling. However, long-term structural and functional effects of delayed lung expansion have not been examined.

Here, we hypothesized that both lung expansion and increased perfusion provide in vivo mechanical stimuli for post-PNX compensation. We used the inflatable prosthesis to institute delayed lung expansion long after the immediate post-PNX perfusion changes have stabilized, using each animal as its own longitudinal control.

**METHODS**

**Animals.** The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center approved all protocols. Adult male mixed breed foxhounds ($n = 9, 9–12$ mo of age, Marshall BioResources, North Rose, NY) were trained to exercise on a treadmill; cardiopulmonary function was measured pre-PNX, followed by right PNX and the implantation of an inflated prosthesis manufactured in the shape and resting expiratory volume of the right lung. Physiological measurements were repeated 4 mo post-PNX with the prosthesis inflated in all animals (INF1). Then the prosthesis was deflated in five animals but remained inflated in four animals, and the physiological studies were repeated 6–8 mo later (DEF and INF2 groups). In one animal a leak in the INF prosthesis was detected 8 mo post-PNX. Physiological data from this animal were excluded, resulting in a total of $n = 5$ in DEF and $n = 3$ in INF groups. The timeline of studies is shown in Fig. 1.

**PNX and prosthesis implantation.** These procedures have been described previously (46). The inflatable silicone prosthesis (McGhan Medical, Santa Barbara, CA) was fabricated from magnetic resonance imaging and 3D reconstruction of a normal adult canine right lung at rest. A reinforced patch on the dorsal surface of the prosthesis was connected to a silicone filling tube and a subcutaneous injection port. The animal was fasted overnight, premedicated (acepromazine glycopyrrolate and buprenorphine), anesthetized (isofluorane), intubated, and ventilated. A peripheral intravenous catheter was started, and the chest was shaved and prepared. In a sterile manner the right lung was exposed via lateral thoracotomy in the 5th intercostal space. Lobar blood vessels were ligated and cut. The right main stem bronchus was stapled and cut and the stump was oversewn with loose hilar tissue. The prosthesis was placed in the empty hemithorax, and the filling tube was tunneled through the 4th intercostal space to the injection port buried at the nape of the neck. The prosthesis was inflated with a 50%/50% mixture of sulfur-hexafluoride ($\text{SF}_6$) and air to about 20% above supine end-expiratory lung volume (EELV). This volume maintained the mediastinum at midline and was well tolerated. Topical lidocaine was applied to intercostal nerves and the chest wall closed in five layers. Analgesics were administered regularly for 48 h and then as needed. The animal typically was ambulatory and eating and drinking by the next day. Skin sutures were removed after 10–14 days.

**Refilling the prosthesis.** Gas volume was measured weekly for the first month and then monthly by helium dilution using a mass spectrometer (MGA 1100, Perkin Elmer). The desired volume was refilled with the $\text{SF}_6/\text{air}$ mixture. Mediastinal position was verified by chest X-ray. The deflated prosthesis contained a minimal volume of gas ($<50$ ml) to prevent pleating. Representative imaging of the lung showing the position of mediastinum is shown in Fig. 2.

**Exercise training and peak $\text{O}_2$ uptake.** The training program (23) began pre-PNX, resumed 3 wk post-PNX, and continued throughout the study, consisting of running on a treadmill 30 min a day, 5 days a week at a workload equivalent to 60–80% of maximal $\text{O}_2$ uptake. Animals were considered “trained” when $\text{O}_2$ uptake at a given speed/incline was reproducible and a maximum speed and incline was established at which exercise could not be sustained beyond 5 min.

**Exercise lung function.** Via a custom respiratory mask (1) and a two-way nonrebreathing valve, inspired and expired ventilation was measured using separate screen pneumotachographs. Expired gas concentrations were monitored by a mass spectrometer distal to a mixing chamber. Breath-by-breath ventilatory parameters were averaged every 10 breaths. ECG and rectal temperature were continuously recorded. Following established methodology (17, 41), an anesthetic bag was prefilled (200 ml ATPD + average tidal volume) with a test gas mixture (0.6% acetylene, 0.3% C18O, 9% helium, and 30% $\text{O}_2$ in balance of $\text{N}_2$ or 90% $\text{O}_2$). At end expiration, the animal inspired and rebreathed from the bag for ~8 s while gas concentrations at the mouth were monitored. Lung volume (BTPS) was measured from helium dilution, pulmonary blood flow from the logarithmic disappearance of end-tidal acetylene with respect to helium corrected for the intercept of CO disappearance, and $\text{DL}_{\text{CO}}$ from the logarithmic disappearance of end-tidal CO with respect to helium. End-tidal points were selected from the log-linear portion of the disappearance curves. From $\text{DL}_{\text{CO}}$ measured at two alveolar $\text{O}_2$ tensions ($\text{PAO}_2$, mmHg) membrane diffusing capacity ($\text{DM}_{\text{CO}}$) and pulmonary capillary blood volume ($\text{Vc}$) were estimated (37):

$$\frac{1}{\text{DM}_{\text{CO}}} = \frac{1}{\text{DL}_{\text{CO}}} + \frac{1}{\theta_{\text{CO}} \cdot \text{Vc}}$$

(1)

where $\theta_{\text{CO}}$ is empirical CO uptake by canine whole blood at 37°C [ml CO·(min·mmHg·ml)−1] calculated from mean $\text{PAO}_2$ during rebreathing and hemoglobin concentration ([Hb] in g/dl):

$$\frac{1}{\theta_{\text{CO}}} = (0.929 + \beta \text{PAO}_2) \cdot \frac{14.6}{[\text{Hb}]}$$

and $\beta$ is a function of rectal temperature (RT; in K):

![Fig. 1. Time line of the studies is shown for pre- and post- right pneumonec- tomy (PNX) with inflated prosthesis at two time points (INF1 and INF2) and follow- ing delayed deflation (DEF) of the prosthesis.](image-url)
DLCO was expressed under standard conditions (PAO$_2$ = 120 mmHg and [Hb] = 14.6 g/dl). Gas exchange tissue volume was estimated from the extrapolated intercept of acetylene disappearance; replicate measurements were averaged.

**Lung function at rest.** Following established methods (7, 8) the animal was fasted overnight, premedicated, anesthetized, intubated, and mechanically ventilated in the supine position. Esophageal and mouth pressures, rectal temperature, heart rate, and transcutaneous O$_2$ saturation were monitored. Static transpulmonary pressure-lung volume curves were measured using a calibrated syringe to inflate the lung with air (15, 30, 45, and 60 ml/kg above EELV) in incremental and then decremental order. Lung volume, pulmonary blood flow, DLCO, and tissue volume were measured by an established rebreathing technique (8, 36) at two inspired O$_2$ concentrations (21% and 99%) and two lung volumes (30 and 45 ml/kg above EELV) in random order. Duplicate measurements under each condition were averaged.

A venous blood sample was drawn before and immediately after the experiment to measure hemoglobin and carboxyhemoglobin concentrations (OSM3, Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark).

**Data analysis.** Results (means ± SD) were normalized by body weight and compared among groups by one-way ANOVA. Pressure-volume curves and temporal changes were compared by repeated measures ANOVA with post hoc test by Fisher’s protected least significant difference. Exercise DLCO was also plotted with respect to pulmonary blood flow and compared at a constant blood flow of 400 ml·(min·kg)$^{-1}$ by interpolation. Pre-PNX whole lung physiological parameters were multiplied by a factor of 0.42 to derive the expected values for a normal left lung. A $P$ value ≤0.05 was considered significant.

**RESULTS**

Lung function data are shown at rest (Table 1) and at the highest sustained workload (Table 2) at 3 time points: pre-PNX, ~4 mo post-PNX (INF1), and 8–12 mo post-PNX (INF2 or DEF) (Table 2). Body weight and resting hemoglobin
in the INF group, resting parameters remained relatively stable between INF1 and INF2. Compared with pre-PNX (both lungs), post-PNX resting EELV with inflated prosthesis (INF1) was 25% lower than pre-PNX (through technical problems, pre-PNX heart rate data were erratic. Compared with pre-PNX, †‡ Pre-PNX heart rate data were from a previous age- and sex-matched unoperated cohort (33) measured at the same exercise intensity.

### Lung volume

In the INF group, resting parameters remained relatively stable between INF1 and INF2. Compared with pre-PNX (both lungs), post-PNX resting EELV with inflated prosthesis (INF1) was 50% lower, representing a small (19%) increase in the volume of the initial left lung. Following deflation, EELV normalized with respect to pre-PNX (both lungs), representing a 157% increase compared with the normal left lung or with INF controls (INF2). EELV was reduced 25% post-PNX (INF1) and then remained stable between INF1 and INF2. Following deflation, EELV normalized with respect to pre-PNX, i.e., 35% higher than that in INF controls (INF2). Thus the INF prosthesis largely prevented expansion of the left lung at rest, but allowed expansion to occur upon exercise (Table 2).

### Pulmonary blood flow

At rest, post-PNX blood flow with INF prosthesis (INF1) was 25% lower than pre-PNX (through both lungs) (Table 1), whereas peak exercise blood flow was similar to that pre-PNX (Table 2). These changes represent a sustained perfusion increase of 76–113% above that in the normal left lung. Following deflation, resting blood flow increased to pre-PNX level, whereas exercise blood flow remained unchanged compared with pre-PNX or INF2. Thus the INF prosthesis had mild to no effect on the expected post-PNX increase in perfusion to the remaining lung.

### Static lung mechanics

Post-PNX (INF1 and INF2) pressure-volume relationship was reduced compared with pre-PNX (both lungs), but partially normalized following deflation (Fig. 3, top left). Post-PNX volume of the left lung at a given Ptp (INF1 and INF2) was modestly elevated compared with the pre-PNX left lung. Following deflation, alveolar volume further increased significantly at any given Ptp (Fig. 3, top right). In all groups, post-PNX compliance (Cl) of the left lung was higher than that pre-PNX (Fig. 3, bottom left). Specific compliance (Cs) of the left lung increased post-PNX (INF1 and INF2) compared with pre-PNX then normalized following deflation (Fig. 3, bottom right).

### Exercise lung function

Post-PNX, exercise hemoglobin concentration (INF1, 16.5 g/dl) was modestly higher than pre-PNX (13.7 g/dl) but not different between INF2 and DEF groups (15.4 g/dl) (Table 2). Compared with pre-PNX, peak minute exercise ventilation, O2 uptake, and CO2 output were modestly (20–25%) lower post-PNX (INF1 and INF2) than pre-PNX. Following deflation exercise O2 uptake and CO2 output normalized with respect to INF2, whereas ventilation remained reduced. Post-PNX D LCO was 26% higher in DEF compared with pre-PNX, then completely or partially normalized following deflation. Due to technical problems, pre-PNX heart rate data were erratic. Therefore, we used heart rate data measured at the same exercise intensity from a previous cohort of age- and sex-matched unoperated animals (33).

### Lung diffusing capacity

Compared with pre-PNX baseline, post-PNX resting DlCO was similarly reduced by ~40% at INF1 and INF2 and then normalized following deflation (Fig. 4, left). When compared at a constant exercise blood flow (400 ml·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹), DlCO decreased 36% from pre- to post-PNX (INF1) (Fig. 4, middle and right). In the animals with inflated prosthesis, DlCO further declined slightly (12%) with time (INF1 to INF2) (Fig. 4, middle). In contrast, DlCO increased ~25% in all animals following deflation (INF1 to DEF) (Fig. 4, right). By 8–12 mo post-PNX, peak exercise DlCO was 26% higher in DEF group compared with INF2 group. Similarly, resting DmCO decreased 40% pre- to post-PNX (INF1) in all animals, remaining stable in the those with inflated prosthesis (INF1 to INF2) while increasing ~77% in those following deflation (INF1 to DEF), and ultimately was 86% higher in DEF than in INF2 controls (Table 1). Exercise DmCO was reduced ~40% pre- to post-PNX (INF1) and another 18% (INF1 to INF2) in the inflated prosthesis group. In contrast, DmCO increased ~20% after deflation (INF1 to DEF), resulting in a value 47% higher compared with INF2 (Table 2). Similarly, resting Vc was reduced (50%) post-PNX (INF1), then either remained stable (INF2) or increased 55% after deflation (Table 1). Exercise Vc was variable and not significantly different among groups (Table 2).

### Relative compensation

Post-PNX responses were expressed as ratios to that expected in the normal left lung: (0.42 × pre-PNX value). The contribution of lung expansion to overall compensation was estimated as: 

---

Table 2. Cardiopulmonary function at heavy exercise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PrePNX</th>
<th>INF1</th>
<th>PostPNX INF2</th>
<th>DEF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobin, g/dl</td>
<td>13.7 ± 0.9</td>
<td>16.5 ± 1.5*</td>
<td>15.4 ± 1.3</td>
<td>15.4 ± 1.4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory rate, breaths/min</td>
<td>149 ± 27</td>
<td>134 ± 17</td>
<td>120 ± 21</td>
<td>107 ± 16*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilation, l·(min·kg⁻¹)⁻¹</td>
<td>247 ± 25§</td>
<td>265 ± 15</td>
<td>250 ± 11</td>
<td>281 ± 18‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂ uptake, ml·(l·min·kg⁻¹)⁻¹</td>
<td>7.09 ± 1.37</td>
<td>5.36 ± 0.83*</td>
<td>5.48 ± 1.0*</td>
<td>5.98 ± 1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂ output, ml·(l·min·kg⁻¹)⁻¹</td>
<td>117 ± 23</td>
<td>93 ± 18</td>
<td>89 ± 25*</td>
<td>119 ± 14‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EELV, ml/kg</td>
<td>95 ± 20</td>
<td>90 ± 18*</td>
<td>94 ± 28</td>
<td>110 ± 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EELV, ml/kg</td>
<td>147 ± 22</td>
<td>119 ± 12</td>
<td>102 ± 12*</td>
<td>137 ± 14‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary blood flow, ml·(l·min·kg⁻¹)⁻¹</td>
<td>491 ± 85</td>
<td>434 ± 7*</td>
<td>459 ± 85</td>
<td>467 ± 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DlCO, ml·(l·mm⁻¹·Hg⁻¹·kg⁻¹)⁻¹</td>
<td>1.81 ± 0.25</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.24*</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.2*</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.09‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DmCO, ml·(l·mm⁻¹·Hg⁻¹·kg⁻¹)⁻¹</td>
<td>1.53 ± 0.28</td>
<td>0.94 ± 0.15*</td>
<td>0.77 ± 0.1*</td>
<td>1.13 ± 0.05‡ ‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vc, ml/kg</td>
<td>6.9 ± 2.0</td>
<td>4.6 ± 1.7</td>
<td>6.5 ± 3.0</td>
<td>4.8 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Septal (tissue and blood) volume, ml/kg</td>
<td>20.7 ± 7.4</td>
<td>9.8 ± 4.7*</td>
<td>9.5 ± 1.0*</td>
<td>8.9 ± 6.6*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SD. Pre-PNX peak O₂ uptake was 124 ml·(l·min·kg⁻¹)⁻¹. Rebreathing measurements were obtained at 80–90% of peak O₂ uptake. *P ≤ 0.05 vs. Pre-PNX. †‡ Pre-PNX, †‡ Pre-PNX, †‡ Pre-PNX by factorial ANOVA. § Pre-PNX heart rate data were from a previous age- and sex-matched unoperated cohort (33) measured at the same exercise intensity.
Expansion related compensation (%) 
\[ \frac{\text{DEF} - \text{INF2}}{\text{DEF} - \text{Normal left lung}} \times 100 \] 

At a constant pulmonary blood flow of 400 ml·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹, delayed lung expansion accounted for 88% of the total post-PNX increase in EELV of the left lung. Delayed expansion also accounted to 47%, 48%, and 44% of the total post-PNX increases in EILV, \( \text{D}_{\text{lCO}} \), and \( \text{O}_2 \) uptake, respectively, of the left lung (Fig. 5).

**DISCUSSION**

**Summary of results.** This study temporally separated post-PNX expansion-related responses from those related to the increase in perfusion in adult canine lung and estimated their respective contribution to overall functional compensation.
The inflated prosthesis prevented expansion of the remaining left lung at rest while allowing expansion to occur upon exercise. The prosthesis did not prevent the post-PNX increase in pulmonary blood flow at rest or exercise (~76% and ~112%, respectively). Following delayed deflation of prostheses, EELV increased markedly (by 157% and 76% at rest and exercise, respectively) above that in controls at the same time point (INF2). The vigorous post-deflation expansion was associated with a further 68% increase in resting DLCO due to increased pulmonary blood flow (EILV and EELV), and DL<sub>CO</sub> at pulmonary blood flow ≥ 400 ml (min·kg)<sup>−1</sup>, expressed as a ratio to that of the normal left lung (0.42% to pre-PNX value for 2 lungs). The differences between inflated (INF2) and deflated (DEF) groups reflect the contribution from delayed lung expansion.

Fig. 5. Post-PNX physiological compensation in the remaining left lung were estimated from peak O<sub>2</sub> uptake (V<sub>O2</sub>), end-inspiratory and end-expiratory lung volumes (EILV and EELV), and DL<sub>CO</sub> [at pulmonary blood flow ≥ 400 ml (min·kg)<sup>−1</sup>, expressed as a ratio to that of the normal left lung (0.42% to pre-PNX value for 2 lungs)]. The differences between inflated (INF2) and deflated (DEF) groups reflect the contribution from delayed lung expansion. *P ≤ 0.05 vs. normal left lung (1.0) by repeated measures ANOVA, ‡DEF vs. INF2 by factorial ANOVA.

Critique of methodology. A longitudinal experimental design with each animal as its own control was an important feature that enabled us to obtain consistent results with conservative use of animals. Our earlier studies (19, 24, 46) established the feasibility of using the space-filling inflatable silicone prosthesis to limit post-PNX mediastinal shift and lung expansion. Wound healing was complete by 2–3 wk post-PNX. The interval volume change in the prosthesis between fillings was no more than ~20%. The relatively compliant prosthesis conformed to the chest cavity to minimize the risk of mediastinal compression especially during exercise. The animals were able to sustain heavy exercise post-PNX without clinical adverse effects for more than 1 yr. Although post-PNX resting pulmonary blood flow under anesthesia was ~25% lower in the presence of inflated prosthesis, upon exercise pulmonary blood flow increased to the same level as pre-PNX. Physiological parameters remained relatively stable between 4 and 8 mo post-PNX (INF1 to INF2) with a small (15–18%) reduction in exercise DL<sub>CO</sub> and DM<sub>CO</sub>. Following deflation, lung expansion was not impeded, with lung volumes returning to 80–100% of that in two normal lungs. At postmortem, the pleural surfaces in contact with the prosthesis were thickened without any adhesion.

Effects of lung expansion. Stretching lung cells in vitro induces wide-ranging changes, including ion flux (29), gene expression of surfactant-associated proteins (38) and growth factors (26, 45), signal transduction molecules (5, 27), apoptosis (39), cell proliferation (5, 28), and turnover of matrix (2, 47) and cytoskeletal proteins (40). Lung distention in vivo is associated with activation or upregulation of major homeostatic pathways (6, 38, 51, 52), the generation of protein and DNA (34, 53), and new alveolar tissue; the latter occurs preferentially at the lung periphery (11, 31) where mechanical stresses are borne mainly by the septa. Diminished mechanical lung stress is associated with impaired lung development, whereas excessive stress induces cell injury and death (10). Tissue deformation quickly alters permeability, leading to fluxes of ions, fluid, growth factors, and cells. Mechanical stresses transduce nuclear transcriptional factors via the cytoskeleton to directly or indirectly activate cell proliferation, gene transcription, and growth-related regulatory pathways (35). By using high-resolution computed tomography and non-rigid registration of anatomical features, we recently mapped the heterogeneous distribution of regional parenchymal deformation during passive positive pressure inflation in the canine lung before and after removal of 70% of lung units (18, 49), directly illustrating an in vivo correlation between lung expansion and mechanical strain.

In addition to the above short-term events, post-PNX mechanical stresses likely modulate progressive remodeling of acinar and alveolar septal components that determine complex architectural features such as the volume proportions among respiratory bronchioles; alveolar ducts and alveolar sacs; the distribution of epithelial surface folds; the proportion and arrangement of interstitial cells, matrix, and fibers within the septum, as well as between the thin and thick sides of the gas exchange barrier; the matching between alveolar and capillary gas exchange surfaces; and the distribution of tissue surfaces with respect to red blood cell flow. Remodeling events occur over weeks to months, regardless of whether new alveolar tissue is generated, but can be difficult to quantify. Our recent canine studies suggest that post-PNX remodeling slowly improves the efficiency of gas exchange across the diffusion barrier over many months (36). Following 70% lung resection, an initial period of vigorous tissue regrowth is followed by ongoing heterogeneous changes in the distribution of regional deformation of the remaining parenchyma during inflation, ultimately leading to a reduction in lobar mechanical strain and an improvement in the mechanical function of the remaining lung (49).

We previously found that the expected post-PNX changes in lung volume, exercise lung function, and septal tissue volumes were 20–70% higher in animals with continuously deflated prostheses compared with those with continuously inflated prostheses (19, 46). Ventilation-perfusion matching was not altered by the presence of inflated or deflated prostheses (24). However, because the prostheses remained either inflated or deflated from the time of lung resection, the expansion- and perfusion-related stimuli were not temporally separated. When lateral expansion was prevented post-PNX, the remaining lung expanded ~20% in the caudal direction by displacing the...
diaphragm (46), suggesting a response to stimuli other than expansion. Longitudinal pre-PNX controls were not available in the previous cohort, so we could not quantify the residual compensation in the animals with deflated prosthesis that were attributable to perfusion changes. The present study design directly addressed these issues. Our estimate of expansion-related contribution to post-PNX compensation (~50%) represents a conservative lower limit.

Nonexpansion related post-PNX stimuli. The ~50% of total compensation not explained by lung expansion must be attributed to other stimuli; a principal candidate is the perfusion increase to the left lung, which imposes cyclic microvascular distention (circumferential stress) and fluid shear stress. Following 58% resection, pulmonary perfusion and capillary blood volume per unit of the remaining lung would theoretically increase by a factor of 1/0.42 = 2.38 at a given cardiac output. The measured increase in left lung perfusion (a factor of 2.13 at exercise) was 89% of the theoretical estimate. Following PNX, right heart systolic and pulmonary arterial pressure are normal at rest but increase at an accelerated rate upon exercise (3, 20, 42). Both the distending and shear stress synergistically induce morphological changes in endothelial cells (54) with distinct patterns of gene expression (9) that include pathways of angiogenesis (4) and arteriogenesis (14). Increased perfusion could stimulate neocapillarization by the process of intussusception—transluminal pillar formation (30) with subsequent division and lengthening of the capillary segment and morphological transition from double- to single-capillary profiles—resulting in increases in volume and capillary surface area.

Like expansion, perfusion is not a simple factor. Microvascular distention and distortion may act directly or via alterations in local capillary-tissue O2 tension gradients to transduce a complex network of endothelial cell and smooth muscle responses (9, 50, 54). There is likely a threshold of perfusion stress that must be exceeded before local cellular responses are stimulated. Lung expansion may accentuate the effects of a given change in perfusion. Depending on its nature, magnitude, and distribution, mechanical stress on endothelial cells may be beneficial or detrimental. There is likely an optimal range of microvascular distending or shear stress within which beneficial adaptation occurs without evidence of cell damage; this range remains to be defined in vivo. In newborn pig, ligation of one pulmonary artery increases the perfusion to and augments the alveolar growth in the contralateral lung (13). In contrast, pulmonary capillary congestion induced by chronic heart failure causes alveolar septal thickening (25, 43), which impedes O2 diffusion. Only one study has attempted to directly alter blood flow following PNX—in ferrets banding one lobar pulmonary artery had no effect on post-PNX DNA and protein content of the banded or unbanded lobe (32)—however, lobar blood flow was not assessed and the signaling events, alveolar structure, and function were not measured. Despite the possible synergistic interactions between perfusion- and expansion-related signals, future studies that directly manipulate in vivo lobar perfusion could yield more specific information about its role on growth-related events.

Conclusion. Post-PNX expansion of the remaining lung, temporally isolated from the early increase in perfusion, explains approximately half of the long-term compensatory response assessed by physiological methods at rest and exercise. This estimate is slightly (up to ~20%) lower than that estimated indirectly in animals with continually inflated prosthesis. The residual half of the compensatory response is most likely stimulated by a sustained increase in perfusion to the remaining lung. Although a role for nonmechanical stimuli, e.g., exercise-induced hypoxemia, cannot be ruled out, such contribution is likely to be minor. These results underscore the additive importance of different types of in vivo mechanical signals in the stimulation and maintenance of physiological recruitment and compensation in the adult lung. Understanding these signals has important practical implications for the design and testing of potential therapeutic interventions aimed at amplifying specific mechanosensitive pathways to enhance the innate potential for regrowth and adaptation of the remaining lung units in destructive lung disease.
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